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AWARD CATEGORIES: 
 
Awards will be given to individuals, academics, businesses, NGOs, government branches etc., on 
the basis of particular programs, web sites, strategies of ICT / Internet deployment; i.e. the 
awards will not be political but technical, honoring use and implementation of technology in 
accordance with the criteria described below (i.e. a government per se will not be a “winner”, but 
one of its integrated web sites or services may be). The winners may not necessarily represent 
the most advanced technology solutions, but should be excellent examples of ICT deployment 
which have made a difference for the community of interest (whether providing public services, 
boosting profits or advancing connectivity): 
 
Please note that nominees will be judged on the basis of the following criteria and weighting: 

 

Judging Criteria  Weighting 

Global Impact/Potential 30% 

Scalability  30% 

Innovative Features and Functionalities 10% 

Proven Solution 30% 

 
 

3. DIGITAL OPPORTUNITY AWARD 
Individuals, academic institutions, corporations, NGOs or government authorities that have 
made a remarkable and successful effort at providing digital opportunities to those in need are 
eligible for this award.  Nominees must help facilitate the deployment of information and 
communications technology and use of the internet among inner city populations, or in towns, 
rural areas or cities in developing and least-developed countries in order to be considered for 
this award.  WITSA member associations have autonomy in nominating and selecting the most 
qualified candidates in their respective country or region.  In order to nominate a candidate, the 
WITSA member association must demonstrate the effectiveness of the program; approximate 
the number of people benefiting from the program; describe the degree of intensiveness of the 
program; and evaluate the level of innovation used in achieving the program’s goals. 

 

YOUR NOMINEE(S):  

Data Communication S.A. 
 
 



REASONS FOR NOMINATION (please justify why you think your candidate is qualified):  
 

A. DC Scan4you: Creating value for the customer 

The constantly changing legislative environment in Greece creates new obligations for the 
accounting firms, multiplying their workload, with no possibility of transposing costs to 
customers. The main cost factor of an accounting firm, amounting to approximately 90% of the 
total cost, is data entry typing from its customers’ documents (mainly invoices) in order to 
effect the necessary accounting entries. 

Data Communication (DC), having as a vision to provide the accounting firm with solutions 
that boost its productivity, has launched a new, innovative service: DC Scan4you, an artificial 
intelligence cloud service that recognizes scanned invoices and automatically creates 
accounting entries. 

DC Scan4you creates value for the accountant by: 

 Reducing the workload of accounting firms by removing data entry typing  which is 
the most time-consuming process 

 Automating the creation and updating of accounting records 

 Increasing the accounting firm’s profitability through: 
o productivity growth 
o reducing time spent in non-productive tasks as data entry typing and devoting the 

time gained in upgrading the quality of the services offered by the accounting 
firm and creating new, value added, services 

o creating new revenue opportunities 

The data entry process performed by DC Scan4you is extremely simple and fast. As the 
documents are scanned, they are uploaded automatically on the cloud and are processed as 
follows: 

 Automatic identification, on all sorts of sales and purchase documents, of the eight 
data-items that are necessary to effect an accounting entry : 

o Issuer Tax Id no 
o Recipient Tax Id no 
o Date of issue 
o Document Type 
o Document Number 
o Net Value  



o VAT Value 
o Amount Payable  

 Automatic, in bulk, creation of accounting entries in Academia Financials, the DC 
accounting software which the accounting firm uses.  

 Automatic creation of records of new customers-suppliers in the DC accounting 
software.  
 

B. DC Scan4you: An innovative service  

DC Scan4you is an innovative application, not only in Greece but globally, as it is the first 
service of the kind addressed to accounting firms, according to a research that we conducted.  
According to our survey, similar services were found in the international market but they were 
not targeted at the accounting firms, bookkeeping for a variety of companies active in different 
markets, but were targeted instead to individual companies in specific business sectors (e.g. 
catering) 

DC Scan4you: 

 Is a cloud-based artificial intelligence service that "learns through experiences", 
improves its performance through recognizing the digitized documents of all accounting 
firms which use the service 

 Achieves 99.999% successful recognition of documents in JPEG or PDF format  

 Uses the most advanced technology systems in the world market (ABBYY &  Microsoft 
Azure) as the main infrastructure of its operation 

 Offers high security and consistent operation 

 Does not require investment in special equipment or infrastructure. A PC, a scanner, 
preferably with multi document feeder, and an ADSL internet connection of 2Mbps is 
sufficient 

 Is offered on a “pay as you go” logic, charging by the number of scanned documents, 
thus offering to the accountant the possibility to use the service for some of his customers 
only or for a certain period of time only  

All the above were implemented in such a way that the service is affordable and economical for 
all accounting firms. 

C. DC Scan4you: Technology & Development Methodology   

DC has developed the DC Scan4you service using the following methodology: 

 Strong market research to identify the appropriate methodology for the creation of 
DC Scan4you. Research has shown that technologically advanced Optical Character 



Recognition (OCR) and Cloud Services should form the infrastructure of the new 
service 

 Select service provider of cloud services and OCR systems. Microsoft Azure was 
chosen to achieve maximum safety and protection of personal data, while ABBYY 
was chosen for its world leading OCR technology  
 
The main technological characteristics of DC Scan4you and the embedded Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) system that were developed by the Research and Development 
Department of DC are: 
 

o The Artificial Intelligence system provides the automatic detection and 
identification of the 8 main elements of the documents, as well as the 
possibility of self-improvement of the identification process through the 
“experience” of scanning tens of thousands of documents of all customers of DC 
Scan4you. Thanks to its ongoing self-improvement, the application is able to 
continuously increase the level of reliable document recognition  

o The Artificial Intelligence system has been adapted, through the 
parameterization of the OCR ABBYY platform, to effect the “recognition” of 
the relevant data on a multitude of different types of documents as receipts, 
invoices, credit invoices, expenses including public service companies bills 
(telcos, energy providers etc.), as well as cash register receipts.   

o The Artificial Intelligence system automatically recognizes whether the 
document relates to income, expense, purchase of goods or fixed assets entry 
and suggests the appropriate account to the accountant in order to accept the 
suggestions and affect automatically the relevant entries to the accounting 
software  

o As an application of Artificial Intelligence that works in the cloud, DC 
Scan4you "learns through its experiences", i.e. it improves its performance in 
the recognition of digitized documents through the experience of managing 
thousands or even millions of documents of all accounting firms, users of the 
service. Thanks to its self-improvement features embedded in DC Scan4you the 
service is able to constantly increase the level of reliable document recognition, 
in contrast to an OCR system operating on the user's PC where the "experience" 
of the application is limited to the documents that this particular accounting firm 
only manages.  

o The Artificial Intelligence guarantees a 99.999% success rate of document 
recognition. This high recognition rate is achieved through the DC “Multi Step 
Verification Process”. The multi-step process performs a series of controls in 
order to identify and correct any errors in document identification. In some cases 
there may be human intervention by qualified staff, specially trained DC 



employees, who may be called upon to intervene in rare cases which the AI 
system will indicate 

o Development of a data encryption system to maximize traffic security and 
protection of personal data. DC Scan4you is designed and implemented to meet 
the European Data Protection (GDPR) standards 

o Development of two accounting entry procedures: bulk scanning, per customer 
of the accounting firm, without clustering of documents or bulk scanning of 
clustered documents (purchase documents or sales documents). In the first case, 
accounting entries are created on a document by document basis while in the 
second case (clustered document scanning) the process of automatic creation of 
accounting entries is much faster since the entries are created in bulk for all 
documents. Bulk accounting entry by scanning clustered documents is 
particularly useful in cases of businesses with a large number of purchase 
documents such as mini markets, super markets, kiosks, pharmacies etc. 

o Development of an application which links the system with the data base of the 
Greek Tax Authorities in order to effect the automatic creation of accounts in 
the accounting software of new customers and suppliers  

o Development of a system for the recognition of possible multiple entries in case 
that the accountant scans more than once the same document   

o Further development of the accounting software Academia Financials to 
integrate with DC Scan4you  

 

D.  DC Scan4you: Benefits to the Accountant 

 Minimization of the time taken by the accountant to register documents and create 
accounting records. By way of illustration, a, medium size, accounting office registers 
about 60,000 documents per year, which corresponds to more than 1,000 hours of data 
entry typing at a rate of 300 documents per 5 man-hours. By using the new service, it is 
possible to save more than 80% of the time devoted to data entry typing. It must also be 
taken into account the time savings from sorting and archiving of documents, control of 
accounting entries for possible typing errors, etc. 

 Automatic creation of records of new customers-suppliers in the DC accounting 
software 

 Abolishment of typing errors in data entry and hence the need for time-consuming 
controls and avoidance of possible fines by the tax authorities due to incorrect 
accounting entries 

 Electronic archiving of documents. A new service that can be offered by the accounting 
firms to their customers to ensure the integrity of documents, protect them from damages 



due to improper archiving of paper documents and fast access to documents in cases of 
possible audits by the tax authorities  

 Automatic upgrade of the service at the cloud, without requiring user engagement and 
installation of new s/w versions 

E. DC Scan4you: Contribution to improving the quality of service and customer experience  

DC Scan4you aims at automating the accounting operations through the use of sophisticated 
modern technology and providing important new features to the accountant in order to offer high 
value services to his customers. 

It is worth mentioning that more than 5.500 accounting firms participated in more than 50 
Presentation Events held in 2017 all over Greece, during which they stated their interest in the 
new service providing a very positive feedback. 

"I've been working with Data Communication for many years now and I really feel that it 
always stands by me to solve my problems and make me work efficiently! DC Scan4you has 
impressed me already and I really think it is an important, innovative step for every accountant! 
"VASILIS FATMELIS (Almyros-Volos) 

"We are using DC Scan4you every day and we are just excited! It does not compare to any other 
service in the market! "SOFIA GIANNOPOULOU (Athens) 

"Watching the presentation of DC Scan4you at the workshop held by Data Communication I 
was excited and I was waiting impatiently for the release of the service. From day 1, I got 
"stuck" with the service which released me from bureaucratic work and offered me valuable free 
time in my everyday life "ANAGNOSTOU MYRTO (Athens) 

"The most innovative solution for accounting firms - try it and you will remember me!" 
ANDROULIDAKIS DIMITRIS (Rethymnon-Crete) 

DC Scan4you creates a “new generation”' of accounting firms which do not deal with 
bureaucratic tasks, but with their main and essential task, namely to offer consulting services to 
their customers in terms of financial management of their businesses. 

F.  DC Scan4you: Contribution to Data Communication’s performance & strategic goals  

DC was the first software house in Greece to create, in 1987, an application for the 
accounting firms to automatically calculate the VAT and print on the tax forms, thus laying the 
foundations of computerization for the industry and radically changing the way accounting firms 
work. Today DC is pioneering again with the creation of DC Scan4you, which automates 
accounting bookkeeping simply by scanning documents, leading to the creation of the 
paperless office 



At DC we aim to continuously optimize customer experience. Providing advanced technology 
services is at the heart of this goal, contributing decisively in: 

 The company's ongoing development path 

 Sales growth 

 Steadily rising profitability 

 Strengthening of our company's reputation by capitalizing on its, already successful, 
30-year course. Creating a strong corporate profile plays a key role in retaining 
existing customers as well as acquiring new customers, especially in times of the 
economic crisis that Greece faces  

For the development of DC Scan4you, we invested substantially in Research & Development. 
More specifically, it took considerable effort and analysis, code development and customization 
to develop the specific functionalities that are necessary for the accounting firms. We have 
exploited to the maximum the structural features of productivity and innovation of the Microsoft 
Azure platform, implementing web services based on it. In addition, we used new technologies 
such as Microsoft Azure Functions and Serverless Computing, as well as modern data 
encryption methods to maximize security of both accounting firm’s data and their customers'.  
 
Particular emphasis was placed on setting up ABBYY OCR platform and, in combination with 
the AI system of DC, to materialize the “recognition” of all kinds of relevant documents in the 
cloud.  

The creation of the DC Scan4you service led to: 

 Investing in Research and Development 

 Development of know-how and technology that can be used in the future to 
produce new products 

 Development of the talent and knowledge of our people   

 Specialized training of our human resources 

 Recruitment of new personnel  

 Encouraging the creativity, setting of  higher goals and developing of new, 
innovative ideas 

 Optimization of customer service 

 Enhancing the morale and pride of the DC personnel  

 Laying  the foundations for future expansion of DC operations abroad 

DC Scan4you in numbers:  

 We are targeting a turnover increase of 20% in the current financial year 2017-2018 



 We invest in human resources, increasing our manpower by 133% from 2012 to 2017. 
In particular, recruitment for DC Scan4you only accounts to 14 persons (i.e. 36.8% of 
a total recruitment of 38 persons) for the period 2016-2017 

 800 accounting firms use DC Scan4you since it was introduced in the market in July 
2017 

 More than 8.000.000 invoices have been scanned and managed by DC Scan4you until 
today 

 A saving of more than 800 man-hours per year for a mid-sized accounting firm can be 
materialized   

G. DC Scan4you: Awards 

As a recognition of the effort put by Data Communication to implement this pioneering solution 
for Greek accounting firms, DC Scan4you was awarded by IMPACT Business IT Excellence 
Awards (Bite) 2017 in the category “Introduction of a new, innovative product / service”.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SUPPORTING INFORMATION: Please send any supporting information to the address 
above, including information from candidate (i.e. excerpt from program description, web site 
print-out, press release, etc.) 


